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Abstract On 13 March 2010 an unusually long-duration event was observed by radio spec-
trographs onboard the STEREO-B and Wind spacecraft. The event started at about 13:00 UT
and ended at approximately 06:00 UT on 14 March. The event presents itself as slow drift-
ing, quasi-continuous emission in a very narrow frequency interval, with an apparent fre-
quency drift from about 625 kHz to approximately 425 kHz. Using the Leblanc, Dulk, and
Bougeret (Solar Phys. 183, 165, 1998) interplanetary density model, we determined that the
drift velocities of the radio source are ≈33 km s−1 and ≈52 km s−1 for 0.2 and 0.5 times
the densities of Leblanc model, respectively, with a normalization density of 7.2 cm−3 at
1 AU and assuming harmonic emission. A joint analysis of the radio direction-finding data,
coronograph white-light observations and modeling revealed that the radio sources appear
to be located in interaction regions with relatively high density and slow solar wind speed.

Keywords Solar radio emission · Solar radio bursts, type II

1. Introduction

Type II radio bursts are common phenomena in coronal and interplanetary radio obser-
vations. They are identified as features that drift downward in frequency with source ve-
locities much slower than those associated with type III radio bursts (e.g. Wild and Mc-
Cready, 1950; Nelson and Melrose, 1985). It is generally accepted that type II bursts are
caused by shock waves in the corona and coronal mass ejection (CME)-driven shocks in
the solar wind. The energetic electron beams accelerated at the shock front excite Langmuir
waves, which through non-linear wave-wave interactions couple into freely propagating ra-
dio emissions at the local electron plasma frequency (fpe) or its harmonic (Cane et al., 1982;
Kahler, Cliver, and Cane, 1989; Bale et al., 1999).

The radio emission depends on the local electron density, fkHz = a
√

ne(cm−3), where a is
9 or 18 depending on whether the emission is generated at the fundamental or harmonic fre-
quencies. Therefore, the frequency of the radio emission indicates the heliospheric distance
at which it was generated. In the interplanetary space, the electron density, ne, decreases with
increasing heliospheric distance, ne(r) ≈ 3.3×105r−2 +4.1×106r−4 +8.0×107r−6 cm−3,
for a normalized electron density at 1 AU of ne(1 AU) = 7.2 cm−3 (Leblanc, Dulk, and
Bougeret, 1998). Thus, the type II radio emission is observed to drift down in frequency
as the shock propagates outward. If the speed is constant, a straight line is produced when
the radio intensity is plotted as a function of inverse frequency (1/f ) and time. This radio
emission generated at CME shocks has been shown to be a useful tool for tracking CMEs
through the interplanetary medium (e.g. Reiner et al., 1998a, 1998b; Liu et al., 2013).

The frequencies at which type IIs are generated are divided into at least three domains:
metric, decameter-hectometric (DH), and kilometric. The WAVES experiment onboard the
twin Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory spacecraft (STEREO A/B; Bougeret et al.,
2008) covers emission in the DH and kilometric domains. STEREO/WAVES (SWAVES)
includes two high-frequency radio receivers (HFR1 and HFR2) with a combined observa-
tional frequency range between 0.125 and 16.075 MHz. SWAVES also has a low-frequency
receiver that observes from 10 kHz (close to the electron local plasma frequency at 1 AU)
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to 160 kHz. The SWAVES instrument therefore covers the DH domain, which corresponds
approximately to heliospheric distances of 2 to 10 solar radii (RS), and the kilometric fre-
quency domain, which corresponds to heliospheric distances beyond about 10RS. Similarly,
the Radio and Plasma Waves Experiment (WAVES; Bougeret et al., 1995) onboard the Wind
satellite covers the frequency range from 20 kHz to 14 MHz.

It is generally accepted that kilometric type II radio emissions are generated by shock-
accelerated electrons as the CME propagates in interplanetary space (Bale et al., 1999;
Vršnak, 2005; Dauphin, Vilmer, and Krucker, 2006). However, the shock could also be
produced by a flare in the DH range (e.g. Vršnak et al., 2006; Bain et al., 2012 and refer-
ence within). The relation between CMEs and type II emission has been extensively studied
by many authors in the past (e.g. Gopalswamy et al., 2001, 2009; Liu et al., 2009). Never-
theless, there are other possible scenarios for the generation of type-II like radio emission.
One interesting scenario was proposed by Reiner et al. (2003) to explain a long-duration
type II radio event that was observed for a period of about three hours. They suggested that
the observed radio emission was generated in the regions of interaction between a coronal
streamer and a CME-driven shock that propagated through the high-density streamer (see
Figure 5 in Reiner et al., 2003). This results in an enhancement of radio emission because of
the increased density in the upstream medium, which reduces the Alfvén speed and increases
the Mach number of the shock. Reiner et al. (1998b) validated this scenario by studying an
unusual radio feature associated with an Earth-directed CME that occurred on 6 January
1996. They concluded that the location of the radio emission was well correlated with the
position of a corotating interaction region (CIR). Although CIRs and streamers are different
interplanetary structures, the physical processes involved are quite similar.

In this article we study the propagation and behavior of a slow drifting radio event de-
tected by the WAVES instrument onboard the spacecraft STEREO-B and Wind/WAVES on
13 – 14 March 2010. We track the radio emission in the interplanetary space using radio
direction-finding techniques and by fitting the observed radio spectrogram data.

2. Observations

2.1. Radio Observations

On 13 March 2010 an unusually long-duration event was recorded by the radio instruments
onboard STEREO-B and Wind. The event started at about 13:00 UT on March 13 and ended
at approximately 05:00 UT on 14 March. The radio source appears as a slow drifting, quasi-
continuous emission in a narrow interval of frequencies, ranging from about 625 kHz to
approximately 425 kHz (Figure 1), in what appears to be harmonic emission.

The frequency drift rate of the burst, df/dt , is related to the radial velocity of the driving
shock, vR , via the relation

df

dt
= vR

df

dR
, (1)

where df/dR depends on the density model used because the frequency of the emission
is related to the density. To characterize the burst, we used the approach of Reiner et al.
(1997), where a linear fit is applied to the burst emission in plots of 1/f (Reiner, Kaiser,
and Bougeret, 2007). The frequency drift rate of the burst is related to the propagation speed
of the shock, the gradient of the coronal electron density, and the angle of propagation with
respect to the radial drop in ne. To determine the speed of the CME shock, a model for ne
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Figure 1 STEREO-A, STEREO-B, and Wind dynamic spectra of the slow drifting event from the 13 March
2010 12:00 UT to 14 March 2010 12:00 UT. The plotted frequency ranges from 125 kHz to 16.025 MHz for
STEREO and Wind. The color shading represents the intensity of the radio emission measured in arbitrary
units. The fundamental and harmonic emission are labeled F and H.

Table 1 Estimated radial distances to the Sun for the start and end of the radio emission and drift velocities
derived from Leblanc, Dulk, and Bougeret (1998) density model for 0.2 and 0.5 folding factors.

Fold hstart (R�) hend (R�) Velocity (km s−1)

0.2 7.21 12.75 33

0.5 10.87 21.4 52

is required. Using the Leblanc, Dulk, and Bougeret (1998) interplanetary density model and
assuming harmonic emission we determined that the drift velocities of the radio source are
≈33 km s−1 and ≈52 km s−1 for 0.2 and 0.5 times the Leblanc model, respectively, with
a normalization density of 7.2 cm−3 at 1 AU. Table 1 shows the starting and ending height
for the different folding factors. The folding factors were estimated from the proton density
(ne ≈ np + 2Nα) measured by the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC)
onboard the STEREO spacecraft.

2.2. Direction Finding

Radio direction-finding (DF) is a technique that allows us to retrieve the direction of
arrival and polarization state of incoming electromagnetic waves from radio measure-
ments performed using a system of electric dipole antennas. There are different meth-
ods and techniques to retrieve the direction of arrival, depending on whether spacecraft
is spinning or three-axis stabilized. Wind is a spinning spacecraft, and the direction of
arrival of radio waves is determined by analyzing the demodulated intensity of the elec-
tric field measurements and by simultaneously fitting these measurements to the equa-
tions for the antenna response during each spin period (Fainberg, Evans, and Stone, 1972;
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Figure 2 Derived line-of-sight positions of the radio sources for each of the two spacecraft, red for
STEREO-B and blue for Wind. The size of the circles corresponds to the intensity of the radio emission.
The center-of-mass location is shown by crossed black circles whose radius does not have physical meaning.

Gurnett, Baumback, and Rosenbauer, 1978; Fainberg, Hoang, and Manning, 1985; Reiner
et al., 1998c). The result of this fitting process is the direction of the radio source, its po-
larization state, and an estimate of the source angular size. STEREO is a three-axis stabi-
lized spacecraft, for which several algorithms have been created to recover the directional
information. We applied eigenvector (Martínez-Oliveros et al., 2012) and singular-value
decomposition (SVD; Santolík, Parrot, and Lefeuvre, 2003) algorithms to retrieve the di-
rectional information from the STEREO/WAVES data. STEREO/WAVES provide the auto-
and cross-correlation voltages induced by the interaction with the antennas electromagnetic
waves. The auto- and cross-correlations can then be organized in what is known as the spec-
tral matrix. From this, the eigenvector is determined using the SVD, for example, and the
direction of arrival of the incoming electromagnetic wave can be calculated (for more details
see e.g. Krupar et al., 2012).

The radio feature drifts between 625 kHz to 425 kHz and reaches maximum intensity
between 16:00 UT and 00:00 UT on 13 March 2010. A type III burst was observed at
about 23:50 UT on the same day. Two different techniques were used to compute the po-
sitions from STEREO-B: the SVD and an eigenvalue decomposition (Martínez-Oliveros
et al., 2012) method, which both yielded similar results. Figure 2 shows the results obtained
with the SVD decomposition algorithm (azimuth and elevation in the plane of the sky) for
three frequencies: 475, 525, and 625 kHz; while for Wind/WAVES data the demodulation
and fitting results were calculated for 484, 524, and 624 kHz. The apparent difference be-
tween the Wind and STEREO-B derived positions is a consequence of different points of
view of the spacecraft in the heliosphere. During the observation period, STEREO-B had
an angular separation with Earth of about 71.5◦ and was located at a distance of 1.003 AU
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Figure 3 Location of the geometrically triangulated positions of the radio sources in interplanetary space for
three frequencies: 475 – 484 (circles), 525 – 524 (squares), and 625 – 624 (triangles) kHz, as seen from the top.
The size of the markers shows the normalized intensity of the radio emission. The triangulated positions of the
CME launched at 14:54 UT is shown with red crosses. The background maps are four solar wind parameters
(density, velocity, Alfvén speed, and magnetic-field magnitude) calculated with the Solar wind-Heliospheric
Imaging in Latitude and Longitude by Estimating Large-scale Attribute code (SHILLELAgh). These are
results projected on the ecliptic plane and the size of the symbols represent the normalized intensity of the
triangulated radio sources.

from the Sun. Wind was located at the L1 Lagrange point, meaning that its separation angle
was close to zero and its distance to the Sun was about 0.985 AU.

The triangulated position of the radio source, assuming that the source distribution is
spherical, was computed using a two-dimensional (2D) geometric triangulation algorithm
based on that of Liu et al. (2010). This algorithm finds the location on the ecliptic plane
where the two projected position vectors intersect, based on the line-of-sight azimuths from
each spacecraft (see Figure 3). These lines are the projections onto the ecliptic plane1 of the
lines of sight between the individual spacecraft to the source as determined by the direction
finding method.

For the triangulation of radio sources the peak or average value of a number of azimuth
and elevation measurements is typically used. Because the radio emission was produced

1The projections onto the ecliptic or equatorial plane are used in the triangulation process because in general
the two vectors strictly do not intersect (e.g. Martínez-Oliveros et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010).
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over a long period of time, it is reasonable to assume that the radio source moved dur-
ing this interval of time or that the radio emission was produced by multiple sources with
timescales shorter than the lifetime of the entire process. For this reason, we did not use
a ‘unique’ averaged position for each frequency in our analysis, although we did calculate
the center of mass as a sanity check (Figure 2, black crossed circles). The position of the
radio sources found with the 2D triangulation technique throughout the duration of the burst
with a cadence of ≈48 seconds are shown in Figure 3, where the circles, squares, and tri-
angles represent three of the STEREO–Wind frequencies used (475 – 484, 525 – 524, and
625 – 624 kHz respectively). The position of the radio sources are plotted on top of the den-
sity, solar wind speed, magnetic field, and Alfvén speed maps. The solar wind parameter
maps were computed using the Solar wind-Heliospheric Imaging in Latitude and Longitude
by Estimating Large-scale Attributes (SHILLELAgh2) solar wind model (D. Suarez-Perez,
P. Higgins, P.T. Gallagher and L. Krista, private communication).

2.3. Ray-Tracing Analysis

As mentioned above, the positions obtained using direction-finding algorithms were used to
recover the location of the bursts for time intervals throughout the burst via simple triangu-
lation. It is well known that solar radio emission can be affected by propagation effects, in
particular by refraction, which has an impact on the measured directions and times of arrival.
To understand how the local density will affect these positions, we recomputed the position
at the peak, taking into account refractive effects, via ray-tracing for two density profiles that
were arbitrarily selected. We used the formalism presented in Thejappa, MacDowall, and
Gopalswamy (2011): assuming that heliospheric densities are spherically symmetric, and
using a density profile (Leblanc, Dulk, and Bougeret, 1998), ray-tracing by simple numeri-
cal integrations can be done (see Thejappa, MacDowall, and Gopalswamy, 2011 for details).
The intersection of rays originating from each spacecraft is the location of the source. For
the standard Leblanc atmosphere, differences in location with the non-refractive case were
found to be about 0.05 AU. As a conceptual experiment, if 10 times the Leblanc densities
are assumed, large differences of up to 0.5 AU are found.

2.4. White-light Observations

With the launch of STEREO it has been possible to observe and study the propagation
of CMEs and other structures in the interplanetary space using white-light observations
(e.g. Rouillard et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010, 2013; Möstl et al., 2010). We used this approach
to determine whether structures in the interplanetary space can be associated with the radio
source positions obtained using direction finding. The different viewpoints of the STEREO
spacecraft were exploited to identify the location of the radio emission, relative to the CMEs
and other interplanetary structures (see Figure 3). The heliographic coordinates of the CMEs
front at different times were calculated by simultaneously selecting the same structures in
both STEREO-A and -B images (tie-point method, Liewer et al., 2011) with specialized
routines available in the SolarSoft package suite (Freeland and Handy, 1998).

2The SHILLELAgh software is available as a GIT repository: https://github.com/pohuigin/SHILLELAGH.

https://github.com/pohuigin/SHILLELAGH
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Figure 4 White-light images of the two CMEs labeled as CME1 and CME2 as seen by the STEREO-B Cor2
(left) and LASCO C2 (right) instruments.

3. Discussion

The 13 March 2010 radio event was observed by at least two spacecraft in the radio fre-
quency spectrum. This event presented itself as a long-duration slow drifting radio emission
in a narrow interval of frequencies (≈625 – 425 kHz). These types of events have been ob-
served before, and the literature contains several suggestions that were made to explain their
nature. One such hypothesis was proposed by Reiner et al. (2003), who suggested that the
observed long-duration radio emission might be enhanced during the interaction between an
expanding CME-driven shock and a streamer.

The radio source positions were calculated using radio direction-finding techniques,
which allow obtaining the three-dimensional locations of the radio source in the interplan-
etary space. By applying the method described by Thejappa, MacDowall, and Gopalswamy
(2011), we demonstrated that the triangulated positions of the radio sources are highly de-
pendent on the local plasma density. Assuming that the local plasma density varies near
the values predicted by Leblanc, Dulk, and Bougeret (1998) model, we conclude that the
simple triangulation is a valid approximation, but if the density variation is higher, this
approximation is no longer valid and may lead to erroneous conclusions. Comparing the
results of the radio direction finding with a model of the interplanetary space by applying
the SHILLELAgh solar wind model to in situ measurements revealed that the radio sources
appear to be localized in a region of relatively high density and slow solar wind speed. The
results of this comparison are shown in Figure 3, where it is clear that the radio sources are
located above an extended region of space and in close proximity to what appears to be a
streamer.

The idea that the radio emission is somehow facilitated by the interaction between a
CME and a streamer is certainly appealing (see Reiner et al., 1998b and references therein).
Assuming this statement to be true, as was proposed in Reiner et al. (1998a), we estimated
a CME lift-off time at about 22:00 UT on 12 March 2010. From the CACTus CME catalog
(Robbrecht and Berghmans, 2004) we identified the CMEs that were launched during the
period of time that the slow drifting feature was observed. CACTus reported two possible
CMEs, one launched on 12 March 2010 at about 14:54 UT (CME1 in Figure 4), and a
second at approximately 21:54 UT (CME2). The second coronal mass ejection seems to
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fit the prediction made by our initial analysis of the radio spectra, but we were unable to
determine the three-dimensional position of the CME, as this event was very faint and only
observed by cameras on STEREO-B, and the propagation direction does not correspond with
the derived radio positions, except for one period of time. The first CME seems to match the
direction of the radio source, although the predicted lift-off time seems early. The velocity
of the CME computed by CACTus was 301 ± 56 km s−1, which is about six times the value
obtained by our fitting of the radio spectra for a folding factor of 0.5. Therefore a certain
relation between the radio emission and a possible interaction between this faint CME and
a streamer seems plausible. The fact that we could not determine the position of the CME
prevents us from making a conclusive statement. We were able to determine the triangulated
position for the second CME with the technique presented in Section 2.4, showing that the
general direction of propagation of this CME is aligned with the calculated radio source
positions. The interaction between the CME-driven shock and the steamer seems to explain
the observed radio emission well, in which the CME-driven shock becomes “reenergized”,
as suggested by Reiner et al. (1998a, 1998b, 1998c), and becomes visible in the radio spectra
at approximately 13:00 UT on 13 March 2010.

This is a very challenging observational event, and it is clear that a more detailed statisti-
cal study must be made by compiling a larger set of this type of event during the operational
time of the STEREO spacecraft. This future study should be accompanied by a theoretical
analysis that may shed light on the physical processes responsible for this radio emission.
Future missions out of the ecliptic may contribute to a more accurate determination of the
CME positions, and therefore a better understanding of the physical conditions that lead
to the radio emission. Missions such as Solar Probe Plus and Solar Orbiter will prove in-
valuable for measuring the solar wind and density more accurately and for generating better
models that in turn will corroborate where and how the radio-observed slow drifting radio
emissions (like the one presented in this article) were generated.
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